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450 – 450 Roaming

Ease of implementation:
- No problems with device capabilities
- Use Global Title addressing on IMSI to connect networks
- Routing decisions based on MCC-MNC
- Bill using TAP

Challenges:
- Roaming Agreement – need to update CDG44 to cover 450-specific info?
- “Unofficial” SID allocation - may make PRLs difficult, although comparatively small 

number of 450 networks may mean there are few clashes
- True IMSI only device roaming into non true IMSI network may be a problem: may 

need IMSI_M programmed in all devices 
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800/1900 Roaming onto 450
450-capable device required: 
- Loan phone (embedded UIM or new R-UIM) 
- Plastic roaming (loan phone plus existing R-UIM) 
- Multi-band phone 
Network interconnectivity
- 800/1900 operators use RSP today – assume this will be needed for 450 

operators as well 
- OK to use Global Title to route to RSP 
Roaming Agreement administration in network data 
- Since 800/1900 IMSIs may have non-specific MCC-MNC combinations, 

may need to load individual MBIs into MSCs (or rely on RSPs to enforce 
roaming agreements)

PRLs & Network Acquisition
- Unofficial SID allocation may cause conflicts with other systems

If multi-band PRL used, require IS-683-C or face conflicts with 1900MHz 
systems

Billing & Settlement
- 800/1900 operators typically use CIBER. Conversion from TAP can be 

handled by RSPs  
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450 Roaming onto 800/1900
800- and/or 1900- capable device required:
- Loan phone (embedded UIM or new R-UIM)
- Plastic roaming (load phone plus existing R-UIM)
- Multi-band phone
Network interconnectivity
- Use RSP as above
IMSI_M setting
- Not programmed, or programmed with unofficial non-IFAST value
- In non IMSI_T network (all 800/1900) will give either garbage IMSI or a 

value that potentially clashes with other operators
- Major hurdle to 450 outbound interband roaming
- Recommend use of IRMs for 450 outbound roamers
- 450 Home network may receive MIN rather than IMSI in ANSI-41 (but 

possible RSP mitigation)
PRL and Network Acquisition
- 450 and 800 possible in IS-683-A PRL with non-standard “hijack” method. 

Roaming to 1900 requires IS-683-C PRL
Billing & Settlement
- CIBER to TAP conversion performed by RSPs


